
8K/60HZ USB-C TO DISPLAYPORT
PRO CABLE 2M
2m cable

REF : LQ-LQ48024

EAN : 8720574620467

EXISTS IN : GREY

DESCRIPTION :

Connectivity, without Compromises!

The LINQ USB-C to DisplayPort Pro Cable delivers a breathtaking immersive 8K resolution via DP1.4 for ultra sharp images,

photos or video's. Combined with a 60Hz refresh rate, for smoother video playback, sit back, relax and enjoy your home

cinema! Quick and effortless to install, the 8K/60Hz USB-C to DisplayPort Cable is just plug & play. No drivers needed.

Additionally, this cable also provides a crystal clear 4K resolution with an incredible 144Hz refresh rate for the smoothest

gaming experience. Supports HDR

*MacOS supports up to 4K/144Hz

 

Smooth 8K/60Hz Video & Audio
C to DisplayPort

Work more efficiently on a larger screen or just enjoy photos, your favorite shows, movies or games in stunning detail with

ultra clear 8K high definition video and audio.

*MacOS supports up to 4K/144hz

 

4x More Pixels
8K @ 60Hz

8K delivers a super-immersive viewing experience with 2X the horizontal and vertical resolution of 4K, and 4 times as many

pixels; and combined with 60Hz refresh rate enables smooth and sharp viewing of content with high-speed action.

4K@144Hz enables ultra-fast motion UHD images to be crisp and razor sharp; and sports, action movies, high-performance

gaming benefit significantly from these refresh rates.

 

HDR Support
High Dynamic Range



The USB-C to DisplayPort cable supports High Dynamic Range mode, which offers better brightness and color capabilities

compared to traditional content.

HDR can show a wider range of colors and light?and more details in between the extremes. Colors are therefore more vivid

and unique in HDR content. Additionally, bright parts of a scene are brighter while dark parts can be darker, which brings

more clarity and detail.

 

Durable Braided Fabric Cable

Features a braided, strong yet flexible cable.

Sustainability starts with durability!

 

Sustainability
#FutureProof

Committed to impact change with our products.

We believe it is our responsibility to design a positive impact into our products life-cycle.

Starting with the materials used in the creation of the product, but also including the environment of the skillfull assembly

workers that make them, in which material we protect and pack them, how we transport them, and last but certainly not

least how long they can be used.

STRENGTHS :

Connectivity, without Compromises!

Smooth 8K/60Hz Video & Audio

4x More Pixels

HDR Support

Durable Braided Fabric Cable

CHARACTERISTICS :

COMPATIBLE DEVICES

Mac Studio, Mac Mini, MacBook Air/Pro (M2, M1, M1 Pro, M1 Max & Intel-powered) Supports iPad with Type-C ports

(iPad Pro 2018/2020/2021, iPad Air 2020/2021/2022, iPad mini 2020/2021), mobile phones and tablets with USB-C

and DP function, Windows PC and Chromebook with USB-C and DP function, Samsung Dex.

Note: MacOS supports up to 4K/144Hz and iPadOS support up to 4K/60Hz via USB-C Adapter

CONNECTOR TYPE

Type-C Thunderbolt 4 and below compatible,

DisplayPort 1.4



DIMENSION & WEIGHT

2m

71g

SPEED

DP 1.4 - 8K/60Hz, 4K/144Hz, Supports HDR Supports DSC

DISCLAIMER

Pro Cable functionality depends on the host computer & display/TV specifications (and driver configurations).

8K/30Hz or 4K/144Hz requires a host USB-C, DP1.4 with DSC support.

USB-C, DP1.2 with DSC supports 4K/60Hz.

MacOS Support up to 4K/144Hz, and iPadOS support up to 4K/60Hz via USB-C to DisplayPort

PORTS & SPECIFICATIONS

1x USB-C (Male)

1 x 8K DP (Male) - DP 1.4, up to 8K/60Hz or 4K/144Hz

2m Cable - Braided


